Abstract
Wound dressing is one of the main external effectors during the healing process of wounds. The following characteristics are required for ideal modern and smart wound dressings: biodegradability, ease of applications, easily sterilised, inhibition of bacterial invasion, biodegradability, oxygen permeability, non-toxic, etc. There is a growing concern about the usage of smart materials as wound dressings. These are natural polymers such as polysaccharides and derivatives (e.g., carboxymethylcellulose, alginates, chitosan and heparin), protoglycans and proteins (e.g., collagen, gelatine, fibrin, and keratin), and what is more, the impact of such materials on the wound healing process is still under investigation by scientists and experts in general. Development of wound dressing materials is one of the main objectives of this paper which will provide general information about the future wound dressing materials.
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Introduction

A brief history of wound management

A considerable amount of literature has been published on the ancient medical and wound management practices. These studies show that the first written historical record was found on Sumerian clay, which is the world’s oldest medical manuscript. The “three healing gestures” explained in this manuscript were:

a. Washing the wound
b. Applying dressings
c. Bandaging the wound.1

Other important developments were carried out during the Egyptian civilisation. They made a great progress on primary human infections and inflammation control in ancient times.2 Linen based textile gauze structure was employed as the wound dressing at that time. Preliminary work on honey, gums, resins and herbal extracts in woundcare application was undertaken by the Egyptians and the linen textile structures were coated with honey to make them antimicrobial.3–5

The contribution of ancient Greeks to medical and wound management has also been highlighted by many historians. In order to identify the severity of wounds, the Greeks divided the wounds into two groups, based on infected nonhealing and noninfected healing wounds. Both Hippocrates & Galen6 recognised the two types of wounds, the first one is dry and clean, which is healed by the first intention, and the other one is dirty which requires drainage before healing took place. Galen7,8 also suggested “laudable pus” theory. In another major study in ancient Greek, some metal powder, milk, honey, and wine were utilised in the gauze application for the first time. It was suggested that the metallic copper, when combined with vinegar, produced copper acetate, which had antibacterial properties, could help in the treatment of wounds and cutaneous ulcers.8

In the nineteenth century, a large variety of textile fibres (such as cotton, silk and wool) and structures (knitted, nonwoven and composites) were put into service as traditional wound dressing materials. The cotton gauze impregnated with paraffin as a wound dressing was developed by Lumerie in France.9 In the middle of the nineteenth century, the identification of bacteria and the use of antibiotics in the wound and wound healing took place. Semmelweis’s10 observations on the bacteria and antibiotics were followed by Pasteur and Joseph Lister during this process. In order to prevent the contamination of wounds, Lister11 began to wrap the wounds in many layers of gauze which is an important layer in a composite dressing. He placed a layer of relatively impermeable silk between the gauze layers and the wounds to prevent damage to the tissues by carbolic acid. The “germ free” wound environment theory was produced by Pasteur. Another noteworthy finding from his study was that the body fluid/exudate could not generate bacteria or infections. He suggested that the wound could be protected from environmentally infectious agents by covering and keeping it dry.12

Following Pasteur’s discoveries, Koch13 noted that there was a major transfer of bacteria during surgery or treatment from the surgeon’s hands, the instruments and bandages, as well as from the patients.

A milestone in the history of woundcare was carried out by Winter. He presented a model (Figure 1) that changed the traditional concept of wound healing. He discovered that keeping the wound environment moist would enhance healing and come up with much better clinical results as it was compared to keeping the wound environment dry.14 In recent times, the developments in cellular and molecular biology have greatly expanded and enhanced the current understanding of the biological processes involved in wound healing and tissue regeneration. A remarkable progress has been achieved and an ever-growing number of woundcare products have been designed and developed to incorporate the latest understanding of cellular and molecular level phenomena involved in the dynamic and complex process of wound healing, including blood coagulation, inflammation, fibroplasias, collagen deposition, and wound contraction.15 The primary goals of innovations are to alleviate patient suffering, to shorten wound healing time periods, and to resolve chronic wound healing clinical problems. The investigation and innovation of novel wound dressing materials and methods are an important part of the rapidly growing biomaterials industry throughout the world.16–17
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Figure 1 Moist Wound Healing Model.

An appropriate material has to be used to cover the wound in order to effectively heal the wound and to prevent it from any infectious agent. The main functions of the wound dressings are to avoid strikethrough and protect the wound areas from contamination and further injuries on the same wound area. A number of investigations have been conducted on wound-moist interactions and the results have indicated that if a wound is kept in moist conditions, it heals much faster than that in dry conditions. The search for the ideal dressing is ongoing with no currently available dressing that suits all patients or all wound types and at all stages of the healing process. The key requirements of wound dressings are given below:

i. Fluid control: the ability to absorb fluid, to donate water to a dry wound.

ii. Physical barrier: to avoid strikethrough, further physical damages.

iii. Microbial control: for infected wounds.

iv. Odour management: a wound often produces unpleasant and obnoxious odour.

v. Low adherences: good dressings can help eliminate adherence to a wound.

vi. Space filler: for deep cavity wounds.

vii. Debridement: by providing the appropriate moisture, temperature and pH.

viii. Haemostatic: bleeding is stopped as early as possible to prevent blood loss.

ix. Scar reduction: scar formation presents a major aesthetic problem for the patient.

x. Metal ion metabolism: deficiency in any metal ion delays wound healing.

xi. Wound healing acceleration.

Medical textiles

Technical textiles are unique engineered structures offering superior solutions for an increasingly wide range of applications. Medical textiles are one of the most significant sectors in technical textiles and it has a broad spectrum of commercially available products such as wound dressings, sutures, bandages, scaffolds, masks, surgical gowns, etc. The use of nonwoven fabrics in medical textiles provides essential features such as high absorption, porosity, versatility in the sense of bulk and area densities. Most of the nonwoven medical products are single-use and disposable (~70%). Nonwoven fabrics are also commonly employed to produce composites because they possess light weight, flexibility, higher blending options, and high strength.

Wounds are complex in nature and there is no universal single dressing to treat all types of wounds. The selection of the most proper wound dressing for a specific wound requires specialist knowledge as well as clinical assessment; however, the most fitting dressing for wound management depends not only on the type of wound but also on the stage of the healing process. Wound dressings are costly to the total annual healthcare budget of many developed countries. The market potential for healthcare and medical textiles is considerably increasing. It has been predicted that there is a substantial market potential for advanced wound dressings. The forecast for annual growth would be between 10% and 15% in 2012. In the US alone there are over 100,000 surgeries performed daily involving surgical wounds. Ageing population creates increased demands for all types of surgical intervention, particularly cardiovascular, orthopaedic, urological and dermatological procedures. The treatment of venous leg ulcer generates considerable demands on healthcare professionals throughout the world. In the UK alone the treatment of this condition costs the NHS £650 million per year.

Some of the major requirements from a wound dressing are to; alleviate pain, absorb exudates, prevent infection and contaminant contact with wound, sustain non-toxicity, moist environment, optimum gaseous permeability, temperature, and pH. There are also a great number of desirable properties expected from a modern wound dressing, including biodegradability, bioabsorbability, and ease of application, flexible, comfortable, and impermeable to bacteria. Antibacterial property is one of the most frequently desired properties from a wound dressing, wherein the growth of microorganisms is controlled/eliminated by the presence of antimicrobial agents that are imbed into the fibre structure. Nowadays nonwoven fibrous wound dressings are being used more commonly in the management of highly exuding wounds. Carboxyl methylcellulose (CMC) and alginate fibres are the two most frequently used smart and bioactive fibres in high absorbent wound dressing applications in which they have considerable scientific and commercial attraction. PLA fibre is one of the fastest growing biodegradable fibre types in the current investigations where researchers are actively endeavouring to introduce novel application areas as an alternative source to conventional synthetic fibres. PLA has also some biomedical applications, such as sutures, scaffolds for tissue engineering and drug delivery systems.

Wound management materials

As briefly discussed above, wound dressing materials can play a vital role in wound healing management. An ideal wound dressing does not only act as a physical barrier for wound against mechanical trauma but also accelerate the healing process and prevent bacterial infection. In this regard, the development of wound dressings can be...
discussed taking account of traditional and modern (advanced, smart) dressings into consideration.

The basic characteristics and properties of the traditional wound dressings are: keeping wounds dry and warm; avoiding strikethrough; absorbent pad; and a physical barrier such as gauzes and felt. The adherence structure of the traditional dressings is one of the biggest problems which causes real trauma to patients due to their difficulty to remove from the wound surface. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the development low adherence traditional dressings such as adding polyamide contact layer, the coating viscose fibre with polypropylene (PP), the impregnating paraffin onto the gauze. Even though there are newer developments in the traditional dressings, still they do not possess enough properties for the complex wound healing applications. Instances of widely used traditional dressings for the wound management are: extensible bandages, cotton and rubber elastic bandages, elastic adhesive bandages, elastic web bandages, extension strapping, heavy cotton and rubber elastic, titanium dioxide elastic adhesive bandages and ventilated elastic bandages.15,21,30,31

It is well-known that during the wound healing process, wound dressings protects the injury and contributes to the recovery of dermal and epidermal tissues. For such reasons, natural polymers such as polysaccharides and derivatives (e.g., carboxymethylcellulose, alginates, chitosan and heparin), proteoglycans and proteins (e.g., collagen, gelatine, fibrin, and keratin) are widely employed to develop modern wound management dressings. Their common properties are suitable biodegradability, biocompatibility and similarity to macromolecules that are usually recognised by the human body.32 Some of the current modern (advanced) wound dressings’ materials and structures are discussed below:

Hydrocolloid wound dressings: Hydrocolloid dressings are among the most widely used modern dressings and they are a type of dressing containing gel-forming agents such as sodium carboxymethylcellulose (NaCMC), gelatine, pectin, and alginate. Once they contact with wound exudate, these polymers absorb exudate and then swell. The hydrocolloid dressings have essential properties for wound dressing applications including a good performance against bacteria. As they are occlusive, hydrocolloid dressings do not allow water, oxygen, or bacteria to enter into the wound. This may help facilitate angiogenesis and granulation. Hydrocolloids also cause the pH of the wound surface to drop; the acidic environment can inhibit bacteria growth.33 Another important benefit of the hydrocolloid wound dressings is conformable to the patient’s body and adheres well to high-friction areas, such as the sacrum and heels.

Foams/semi-permeable films: The foams are porous materials having both flexibility and high absorption capacity. Semi-permeable film is sterile sheet of polyurethane coated with acrylic adhesive. It is used to produce a sterile field through which to make surgical incisions, some more sophisticated films are manufactured with differing moisture/vapour permeability and, are used for venous access sites. They can be put to use as a primary secondary dressing. Some of the commercially available foam dressings are Silastic, Lyofoam, Tegaderm, Hyper-Foam, and Shingna. They conform easily to the patient’s body. As films are transparent, the wound can be easily monitored. Due to their film structure, they are semi occlusive and trap moisture; they allow autolytic debridement of necrotic wounds and create a moist healing environment for granulating wounds.

Hydrogel wound dressings: Hydrogels are cross-linked polymeric networks swollen in biological fluid and are widely put into service in drug delivery and tissue/organ repairs. Hydrogel dressings are water or glycerine-based products. CMC, agar, glycerol and pectin can be used for hydrogel wound dressing production. Hydrogel polymers can absorb 30-90% or more of its mass in water. The hydrogel dressings are useful for dermabration, minor burns and skin donor sites. Hydrgels maintain a moist wound environment on a clean, healthy, granulating wound, and to facilitate autolytic debridement in wounds with necrotic tissue such as slough or eschar.

Composite wound dressings: The wound healing has a number of stages due to this there is a need for a multi-functional wound dressing that could be effective in each stage of the healing process on account of this. The development of composite dressings is aimed to combine different materials for the complex clinical requirements and applications. An example of a composite dressing is the post-operative jubilee dressing (Aquacel® Surgical) which consists of a hydrofibre inner layer with a viscoelastic hydrocolloid outer layer, and is designed as a composite dressing for post-surgical applications such as following a total knee replacement procedure.34

Nanofiber based wound dressings: Recent studies indicate that nanofiber wound dressings have great potential for both acute and chronic wound healing. Nanofiber-based wound dressings obtained from synthetic or natural polymers have unique properties such as high surface area, volume ratio, 3-D micro porous structure,35 high porosity and permeability.36 These could help to increase the ability to mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM). There are limited studies about long-term stability of nanofibers. Tort et al have tried to combine the benefits of collagen, chitosan and alginate in their recent study and they showed that the combination could accelerate healing as the structure produced as nanofibers.37

3-Dimensional (3D) printed wound dressings: A wound may require the application of an external dressing to temporarily compensate for the damaged barrier and to allow healing to initiate and progress. In this perspective, dressing has to cover wound area as much as possible to isolate the injury site from the external environment; however, some body parts such as ear, nose, and chin etc., needs customised shapes for providing optimal environment. 3D scanning is used to construct 3D models of such body parts to provide the opportunity to customise shape and size of wound dressing to an individual patient.38

Alginate wound dressings: Generally, it is a primary dressing for the management of heavily exuding wounds, including chronic leg ulcers, pressure ulcers, fungating carcinomas and acute wound such as abrasions, lacerations and post-surgical wounds. Algidero, AlgSite, CarraSoft, Kallostat and SorbSan are some of the commercial alginate wound dressings. Alginates are mainly obtained from brown sea algae such as Macrocystis pyrifera, Laminaria hyperboreana, Sargassum, Durvillaea Antarcitica, Ecklonia maxima, Lessonia nigrescens and Ascophyllum nodosum.39-42 This polysaccharide was first discovered and patented as an impure alginate salt in 1880s by E.C. Standford,43,44 but later in the, 1950s, it was used for biotechnology applications. Alginate fibers have some superior inherent features such as high absorbency, biodegradability, gelling and biocompatibility properties. Being from the family of unbranched binary copolymers, alginates consist of (1→4) linked β-D- mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G) residues (Figure 2) of widely varying composition and sequence.45 It was found that alginate could be regarded as a true block copolymer composed of homopolymeric regions of M- and G- blocks, respectively, interspersed with regions of alternating
structure. The proportion of M to G units and their arrangements in each polymer vary with the source of algae, which in turn affects the physical strength and other physical properties of the polymer. The calcium ions present in high-M alginites are less firmly attached to the molecules than those in high-G alginites, and as a result, are more easily replaced by sodium ions. This increases fluid uptake and swelling speed of the alginate fibers. Hydroxyl groups in each alginate molecule contribute to its hydrophilicity and it is well-known that alginites swell when in contact with fluids. On contact with wound exudates, an ion exchange reaction takes place between the calcium ions in the dressing and sodium ions in wound exudates. Once significant ratio of the calcium ions present in the fiber have been replaced by sodium, the fiber swells and partly dissolves. The degree of swelling depends on its botanical source which gives the chemical composition of the alginate. It is particularly used in wound dressing applications owing to its high absorbency of exudates. When alginate dressing comes into contact with the wound exudates, it absorbs the exudates and provides a desirable wound moist environment thanks to its gel forming property and also allows adequate exchange of water vapor and oxygen which is an important property for enhancing the wound healing and the moisture environment leads to rapid granulation and reepithelialisation.

Alginate is highly biocompatible and has very interesting features such as being non-toxic, non-irritant, easy to use and mix, enhanced absorbency and swelling; however, some of disadvantages of alginate are poor dimensional stability and is messy to work with. Preliminary work on alginate fiber spinning process was undertaken by Speakman et al in 1939. The fiber processing is found to be easy and it is mainly based on exchange of sodium ions (Na⁺) present in the soluble sodium alginate and calcium ions (Ca²⁺) present in the coagulating calcium chloride bath. Released from calcium alginate dressings are a crucial blood coagulation factor that exerts haemostatic effects on the wound.

Hydrofibre wound dressings: Aquacel® is a well-known hydrofibre containing dressing and was developed by ConvaTec Ltd, USA, in 1997. The dressings contain sodium carboxymethyl cellulose. This is a kind of hydrocolloid with higher absorbent properties which can absorb up to 25 times its own weight and they are also capable of a high degree of swelling. These are the most demanded properties for wound dressing applications. When the skin is broken, a large number of micro-organisms may grow on and in the wound. In this case, CMC wound dressings have the ability of absorbing large amounts of body fluids, thus removing a large volume of the exudate. This may lead to a decrease in the number of micro-organisms present on the wound surface. The CMC containing nonwoven dressing can retain the soft and comfortable feeling to the patient and provides an optimal performance for the wound healing due to its conformability and high water absorbency. CMC is also similar in appearance and gel forming properties to the alginites, offers similar benefits to a healing wound. CMC nonwoven dressing absorbs liquid when it comes into intimate contact with the liquid, but not via the usual mechanism of capillary action. Absorbed fluid is retained within the structure of the fibre even under compression. The lateral area wicking of fluid across the dressing is limited. As the dressing absorbs exudates it is rapidly converted from a dry dressing to soft coherent gel sheet. CMC fibre maintains a moist milieu for the optimal wound healing, aids autolysis debridement, and is easily removed with little or no damage to newly formed tissue.

General applications of CMC dressings are chronic wounds such as leg ulcers, pressure ulcers and acute wounds such as abrasion, laceration, incision, donor sites, and first and second degree burns. The dressing is also intended for use in the management of surgical or traumatic wounds that have been left to heal by secondary intent. It is indicated for the local management of wounds that are prone to bleeding such as wounds that have been mechanically or surgically degraded, donor sites and traumatic wounds.

Polylactic acid (PLA): Polylactic acid (PLA) is linear aliphatic thermoplastic polyester derived from 100% renewable natural sources such as corn and crops, not like conventional synthetic polymers which rely on reserves of oil and gas. It possesses excellent properties including biocompatibility, compostability and low toxicity to humans. PLA fibre is one of the fastest growing biodegradable fibre types in the current investigations in which researchers are actively trying to introduce novel application areas as an alternative source to synthetic fibres. It is mostly used for biomedical implementations such as sutures, scaffolds and drug delivery systems. The polymer is compostable and is formed either by direct condensation of lactic acid or by the cyclic intermediate dimer through a ring opening process. The conventional melt spinning method can be used for processing PLA fibres. Carbon dioxide is removed from
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the atmosphere with composting of PLA. Tissue engineering also employs both natural and synthetic polymers electrospun into fibres such as PLA fibre.52,53

PLA fibre properties are similar to many other thermoplastic fibres such as low moisture regain and smooth surface. PLA has noteworthy commercial potential as a textile fibre. Its mechanical properties are found to be similar to the conventional PET and also its low melting and softening temperatures are similar to the polypropylene fibre. The specific gravity of PLA is lower than other natural fibres (1.25gcm⁻³). The tenacity at break (32-36 cN tex⁻¹) is higher than for other natural fibres. PLA has an excellent wickability, fast fluid spreading, and rapid drying.54,55 PLA fibres do not have antimicrobial properties without suitable treatment.56,57 However, Ludwick et al.58 pointed out that PLA demonstrated a bacteriostatic effect against two common organisms cultured from draining ears after tympanostomy tube placement, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. It has been suggested that the moisture management properties of PLA are an important consideration for next-to-skin applications.72,73 It has a higher natural hydrophilicity than most other thermoplastic polymers including polypropylene, polyamide and PET. PLA fibre has been utilised in the diaper and feminine hygiene markets due to its superior wicking properties. The elastic recovery and crimp retention properties of PLA provide enhanced shape retention and decreased resistance to textile structure. It has been used in filtration and separation applications to improve filtration efficiency and for single use applications. PLA is one of the major bioresorbable fibres used in implants. It can also be blended with different polymers and copolymers such as polyglycolic acid (PGA).74,75

The main benefit of using biodegradable and bioresorbable fibres is that no further surgery is required to remove the products because they slowly degrade and are ultimately absorbed by the tissues in the body without any side effects.76 Another application of PLA is orthopaedic applications such as bone support splints.77,78 PLA is widely used in surgery due to its improved mechanical strength,79-81 Cai et al.82 found that PLA can make homogeneous composites and PLA scaffolds resist significantly higher stresses. The PLA waste can be processed using composting, chemical recycling and anaerobic digestion.

**Polycaprolactone (PCL):** In general, wound dressings are prepared from absorbent and cross-linked polymer networks. One present polymer is polycaprolactone (PCL), semi-crystalline polyester that is biodegradable and biocompatible. There are some PCL based drug-delivery devices and implants which are approved by FDA. A great number of studies have been investigated the act of applying of PCL on wound and burn dressings,83 tissue engineering, scaffold manufacturing, drug targeting and 3D wound dressings (1-A). Muwaffak et al.84 have successfully developed 3D printed wound dressings in corporation with Ag, Cu, and Zn into PCL filaments by making use of hot melt extrusion.

**Conclusion**

Wound healing is a multi-phases and multi-factorial physiological process. The complexity of this phenomenon makes the healing process very difficult and painful due to several abnormalities. Apart from cellular and biochemical components, a number of external pathways also become active during repair and help the tissue to heal. Wound dressing is one of the main external effectors during the healing process of wounds. In this review, the main issues of the wound dressings have been highlighted.
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